
Should

Name: Date: __/__/20__

He remembered the weakness in his knees that had sent him down like a
little child, and he was so ashamed of himself that he was resolved it
____________________ again.

1.

(not/happen)should not happen

_______________________ directly that influence, that attraction which
was driving him away from her?
2.

(she/challenge/?)
Should she challenge

It is better that I _____________ also.3. (die)should die

____________________________________________ a sin like that?4.
(how/a child seven years old/commit/?)

How should a child seven years old commit

I ___________________ if there came trouble here some day, all the
same.
5.

(not/wonder)
shouldn't wonder

_______________________ when they were married?6. (where/they/go/?)Where should they go

Hence it ________________ too concentrated.7. (not/be)should not be

I meant that I ________________ you more than perhaps four or five times
a week.
8.

(not/see)
shouldn't see

And if it were, I ________________ afraid of anything that was right to do.9.
(not/be)

should not be

I __________________ of discussing such a matter with him or-any of
them.
10.

(not/dream)
shouldn't dream

I knew I ______________ you in reality.11. (meet)should meet

What do you want I ____________?12. (do)should do

____________________________ it in?13. (what state/he/find/?)What state should he find

We assured him that we _________________ at all; and then he went on
to say that he hoped we'd have a pleasant day and no dust.
14.

(not/mind)
shouldn't mind
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Well, I ___________________, it is big enough, it seems like a world in
itself.
15.

(not/wonder)
shouldn't wonder

But he was as careful as his father could have been, that they
__________________ from it.
16.

(not/rise)should not rise

I ____________ very glad of a change.17. (be)should be

Although very young when my dead husband offered me his hand, I was
wise enough to know that I __________________ what is called happiness
with him.

18.

(not/find)
should not find

______________________ this miserable craft after you?19.
(why/you/drag/?)

Why should you drag

It is evident they do not wish to lengthen the session of the next
Congress, and probably they particularly wish it __________________ till
Genet is gone.

20.

(not/meet)
should not meet
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